Killers of Children
By Richard Sale, author of Clinton’s Secret Wars
The murder of children yesterday is unspeakable, and one must wonder what kind of a human being is behind such an atrocity. During a month’s stay at a maximum security prison, it was my lot to talk to and learn about murderers, at least a half dozen of them or more, and I have perceived these things.

A murder is always the work of a violent, irritable self-will working in perverse directions from the bulk of ordinary, hard working, persevering human beings. A killing embodies the principle of hostility. It has its roots a disease of self-exultation that ridicules efforts and the stature of ordinary humans and disdains their welfare. Killers have had no sound notion of anything. They look down on all others because of their fictitious merits which leads them to believe that they are superior to anyone else on Earth. Killers have no honest or reliable way of measuring values. The ones I knew had crude, coarse, repulsive personalities that looked at ordinary people with no aerial perspective. By narrowing their views and shrinking their capacity for sympathy, killers build a structure in which their figure towers above everybody else. They have no common humanity. Besides them, there is nothing. They are diseased dwarfs that think themselves as mighty and as invulnerable as Everest.   

I would say that their chief defect is a vast insensibility. They are people who have parts missing, books with the best pages torn out. They resemble people who are blind and have insuperable contempt for those who see. A murderer is someone who when he’s told he’s deaf becomes intensely resentful when he hears of others who hear and admire music, and who then dismiss that sensibility as mere fraud. The killer is small, supercilious, sarcastic and very self-deluded. If we yearn to despise a person of a thing we are bound by honor to at least display something better than what we dismiss, but that never occurs to killers.


The character of the murderers I met was always based on profound resentment. They are always on their rights, and the wrongs done to others, are in no way equal to the wrongs done to them. They are people who proclaim their vast superiority to others exactly like them because they are incapable of recognizing others as being just like they are. They alone are unique.  We are used to admiring people who have sensitivity in their natures, but sensitivity in the wrong hands can also mean mere selfishness. In the face of any hardship, the killer is the first to feel it, to suffer from it, to feel more pain than anyone else, and the suffering and hardship of others doesn’t have any meaning or weight for them because they alone truly suffer.
 
They embody the principle of hostility. They want to annihilate anything that gives heat, light and meaning to everything in the world. They disdain everything while not possessing anything of value themselves. Their mental compass is always stuck on the barren, arctic regions of self love. Nothing touches them but their own fear, their own wants, their own intentions which they regard as sacred and immune from correction or oversight.  The killer cannot feel or conceive of his own defects. He sets aside all feelings but his own, set aside any notion of any welfare but his own, set aside any pity for anything except himself.  A killer is very hostile to anyone who does not see what riches of personality the killer believes he harbors.

I think the key to this horrible massacre resides in the breakup his, the killer, parents’ marriage.  A Washington Post story said that the break up seriously wounded the killer, and the story made mention of a neighbor who used to care for the assassin when she was out with friends.  The fact the boy shot his mother in the face, and then tried to exterminate the children she cared for, says a great deal.  But I am simply guessing.  


My wife asked me why these men always killed themselves? Roman leaders killed themselves in order to regain their honor, but in America, killers kill themselves out of self-disgust. They have failed at everything, and they know it. They know they cannot grow or improve, they know they are worse than nothing, so they shoot themselves in the head.

The victims certainly merit our prayers, and in spite of hatred, perhaps the killer does as well. 





